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Survey description

Nokia commissioned GlobalData to conduct research into the current and future 5G security landscape and the managed 
security services market. Online surveys and 4 in-depth interviews were conducted in Spring 2022 and consists of 50 CSP 
respondents spread equally among APAC, LATAM, North America, Europe, and MEA. Included are 39 respondents from mobile 
network operators and 11 from group offices.

The research results includes a compilation and analysis of their responses. 

CTO, CIO, CTIO or equivelant

CSO, CSIO or equivelant

Network operations or security operations IT*

NOC or SOC manager

Enterprise services

Security architect, security engineer

Number of respondents: 50

Governance, risk, audit and compliance

* includes network-focused IT: OSS, orchestration, etc., but not IT related to other areas like BSS or corporate functions

4%

4%
4%

Source: GlobalData for Nokia

30%

36%

8%

14%

Respondents by functional area
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Breaches are the rule,  
not the exception
• In almost every category, the overwhelming majority has  

experienced at least one breach in the last twelve months 

• At least 1/3 of respondents report 8 or more breaches  
in a single category

• Based on the responses, CSPs are in a constant struggle  
as cyber threats evolve

Number of breaches of the following types your 
company has experienced in the last 12 months

46%

16%

26%

22%

16%

32%

44%

34%

34%

36%

10%

20%

20%

24%

24%

6%

12%

10%

12%

18%

2%

4%

6%

6%

6%

4%

2%

4%

2%

2%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

None 1-3 4-6 7-9 10 or more Don’t know/unsure

Leakage of customer data

Significant fraud/theft of service

Attack resulting in service unavailability to
5% or more of customer base

Theft of funds (as opposed to
service fraud/foregone revenue)

Attack resulting in regulatory liability
(e.g. data residency or spam call prevention)

Number of respondents: 50
Source: GlobalData for Nokia
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Security teams spend huge amounts of time on manual tasks

Percentage of time that your company’s security teams spend on vulnerability 
and threat management tasks that could be automated

of CSP respondents say that their 
teams spend over 30% of their  
time on automatable tasks.

42%  
of respondents spend over  
40% of their time on these tasks.

Given the shortage of security 
specialists, automation should be  
a key priority for every CSP.

2%

16%

18%

22% 22%

20%

0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

0-10%

Number of respondents: 50

11-20% 21-30% 31-40% 41-50% 51-60% More than 60%

Source: GlobalData for Nokia

64% 
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Why? Fragmentation is a huge issue

1= Strongly disagree 2 3 4 5 = Stongly agree

It has become more difficult for security tools to keep
up with the rapid change of containerized environments

Security tools slow down DevOps because they focus on
just one stage of the software delivery cycle

It can be difficult to detect threats and vulnerabilities
that were discovered post-deployment quickly

enough to minimize the risk

Fragmented security tools make it difficult for us to
effectively implement security capabilities across

various systems and use cases

The sheer volume of disparate security tools
and lack of native interoperability between them make

integration and operations  a challenge

It has become more difficult for security tools to
defend against new and evolving security threats

6%

14% 6% 48% 26%

4%

16% 20% 32% 28%

2%

14% 16% 46% 22%

10% 10% 38% 42%

2%

12% 18% 52% 16%

4%

22% 16% 34% 24%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Number of respondents: 50
Source: GlobalData for Nokia

What are the main challenges with existing security tools and approaches in security 
operations? To what extent do you agree with each of the following statements?

“No matter where the hole is, the boat is going to sink.” 
North American Tier One
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CSPs want benefits of aaS, but doubt that it meets their needs

State whether you agree or disagree with the following statements

• Strong desire for automation and 
frequent updates

• But: CSPs think their environments 
are too complicated and believe aaS 
doesn’t give enough control and 
visibility

• CSP respondents believe red team 
requirements will grow but finding 
skilled people is the challenge

1= Strongly disagree 2 3 4 5 = Stongly agree

As-a-service provision of security services can’t match the
specifics of our infrastructure and service environment

We want the latest updates in security capabilities as
soon as the vendor makes them available

We would like to update our security configurations
on an automated/software basis

As-a-service provision of sercurity services does not
provide sufficient visibility and control over

security services for our organization

We require “red team” penetration testing capabilities
from our security partners

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

6% 10% 10% 48% 26%

8% 16% 12% 40% 24%

2%

16% 28% 54%

2%

4% 26% 28% 40%

8% 14%

4%

44% 30%

Number of respondents: 50

Source: GlobalData for Nokia
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CSPs are looking for security assurance in their  
5G operations especially for ransomeware 
Are you concerned about weaknesses in the following processes negatively impacting 
the overall performance of your security assurance?

Does your company need to substantially improve its capabilities for 5G operations, or are 
your present capabilities and partner relationships likely sufficient to manage the threat?

32%

52%

48%

36%

28%
30%

34%

20%

38%

24% 24%

38%

48%

30%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Inbound traffic
management
processes

Outbound
traffic
management
processed

Device patching
processes

Traditional
network log
processes

Disaster
recovery
processes

Data
encryption
processes

General security
center processes
(threat detection,
detection and 
response etc.)

Concerned Extremely concernedNumber of respondents: 50
Source: GlobalData for Nokia

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Ransomeware Phishing Social
engineering

Application
layer attacks

Malware Identity
thefts

Telecom
specific
attacks*

Denial of
service

Misconfiguration

Need to substantially improve capabilities

*Like illegal call redirection, interception, messaging attacks, etc.

Can likely manage with present capabilities and partners

68%

56%

50%

40%

48%

42%

56%

46%

40%

32%

44%

50%

60%

52%

58%

44%

54%

60%

Number of respondents: 50
Source: GlobalData for Nokia
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Threat detection and response  
is an immediate need for CSPs

of CSP respondents need 
help with detection and 
response right now.

need help now or 
in the near future.70%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Security automation
solutions

Real-time threat
detection and
response
capabilities

Behavioral/ML/
analytics solutions

Security
orchestration

Cloud security
(infrastructure,
platform, or
service)

Threat and vulnerability
management

Sufficient
capabilites
today

Less important/
no priority set

Important: improve
in next 12-18 months

Critical: Need to improve
capabilities as soon as possible

24%
22%

12%

36%

20%

24%

14%

8%

16%

22%

12%

26%

46%

30%

44%

26%

40%

26%

16%

40%

28%

16%

28%

24%

Number of respondents: 50
Source: GlobalData for Nokia

40% 
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CSPs will grow security partner relationships 
in the next three years

For each of the security challenges, are you more likely to handle it with internal staff 
or through partners, both currently and over the next 1-3 years?

Currently handle 
with internal staff

Currently handle 
with partners

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Insider threats 70% 30%

State-sponsored threats 46% 54%

Third-party threats 46% 54%

Zero-day malwares and exploits 56% 44%

Advanced persistent threats 62% 38%

Security misconfigurations 68% 32%

Network vulnerabilities 72% 28%

Application vulnerabilities 66% 34%

Telecom protocol/interface vulnerabilities 72% 28%

Number of respondents: 50

Source: GlobalData for Nokia

Next 1-3 years 
Handle with internal staff

Next 1-3 years
Handle with partners

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Insider threats 72% 28%

State-sponsored threats 70% 30%

Third-party threats 38% 62%

Zero-day malwares and exploits 38% 62%

Advanced persistent threats 58% 42%

Security misconfigurations 58% 42%

Network vulnerabilities 66% 34%

Application vulnerabilities 34% 66%

Telecom protocol/interface vulnerabilities 56% 44%

Number of respondents: 50
Source: GlobalData for Nokia
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CSPs are looking for a managed security services partner 
with deep expertise in public and hybrid cloud
Rank the three most important characteristics for you when selecting  
a managed security services partner. 

Would you rather have your security requirements managed on premises, via managed 
services, via a hybrid private/public cloud solution, or fully from the public cloud?

Most important Second most important Third most important

0 5 10 15 20 25

Telecommunications domain expertise

Integrated security solutions combining
product and services

Price

Expertise in standard IT security functions
like firewalls or SASE approach

Expertise in meeting the security needs
of a variety of vertical industries

Expertise in consumer/SOHO/
SMB requirements

Expertise in public cloud

Partner relationships/ecosystem

As-a-service delivery

Proven results in similar engagements
for other CSPs

3 4 9

1 7 8

6 10 7

10 8 5

15 4 3

2 3 5

4 11 7

3 1 3

3 1 3

3 1 1

Number of respondents: 50

Source: GlobalData for Nokia

On-premises Managed services Hybrid cloud Full public cloud Don’t know/unsure

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Insider
threats

State-sponsored
attacks

Third-party
threats

Zero-day
malwares
and exploits

Advanced
persistent
threats

Security
misconfigurations

Network
vulnerabilities

Application
vulnerabilities

Telecom protocol/
interface
vulnerabilities

42%

22%

30%

6% 6%

48%

30%

16%

26%

40%

26%

8%

46%

12%

26%

16%

30%

18%

36%

16%

24%

22%

48%

6%

26%

30%

32%

8%

4%

28%

34%

30%

8%

46%

26%

22%

2%

4%

Number of respondents: 50

Source: GlobalData for Nokia
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CSPs believe current network security professionals 
will need to acquire additional skills for 5G
Do you believe that 5G will significantly challenge 
your current network security staff?

5G-related security challenges can be handled
by out current network security professionals; 
no additional skillsets are necessary

5G-related security challenges require our 
current network security professionals to 
acquire some additional skills

5G-related security challenges require significant
additional skills that our current network security 
professionals can’t reasonably acquire in addition 
to the present responsibilities

16%

36%

48%

Number of respondents: 50

Source: GlobalData for Nokia

5G-related security challenges can be handled
by out current network security professionals; 
no additional skillsets are necessary

5G-related security challenges require our 
current network security professionals to 
acquire some additional skills

5G-related security challenges require significant
additional skills that our current network security 
professionals can’t reasonably acquire in addition 
to the present responsibilities

16%

36%

48%

Number of respondents: 50

Source: GlobalData for Nokia



Summary
The 5G threat landscape is constantly evolving and cyber threats are becoming more sophisticated causing CSPs to struggle
to keep up with the abundance of changes and attacks. It’s a matter of when a breach will occur so automation is key for
CSPs who are spending too much time on manual tasks which will increase the efficiency of their security teams. Fragmented
security tools and lack of automation has made it challenging for CSPs to quickly defend and respond to threats. As CSPs
migrate to 5G SA to offer more value-added services for customers, they will require help from partners for 5G security 
including for Managed Security Services (MSS).
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“Five years ago, end-to-end security 
was nice to have, but now it’s 
essential. Ransomware, state-
sponsored attacks, and hacking 
have led to a security first posture 
that is an integral part of digital 
transformation, not something on 
the side driven by the CIO or CISO.  
Everyone needs to think about 
network security and cyber first: 
protecting the network perimeter 
and all the apps.”   

North American Tier One


